Transportation Policy

POLICY/APPROACH:

Southern Oregon Child & Family Council, Inc.’s goal is to provide safe and efficient transportation appropriate to the needs of young children. We adhere to all required Head Start Performance Standards that pertain to transportation and take the utmost care in making sure that the children are properly transported to and from school.

Transportation is provided to select centers and classes, based on program planning priorities. Parents who have transportation are expected to transport their children. Our program will seek reasonable assistance or referrals for families of children who need transportation in order for their child to attend the program. In addition, when a transportation need is identified for a child with a diagnosed disability, this is referred to the Disabilities/Mental Health Coordinator who will look for all possible resources.

When we are unable to provide transportation, we work individually to support families with transportation needs.
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HEAD START PROGRAM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

1303(f) - Transportation